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(54) Tire mounting tool

(57) A mounting tool for mounting a tire onto a rim,
the tool comprising a handle having a first end (24) and
a second end (26) and a longitudinal axis; a first mount-
ing end adjacent the first end of the handle; the first
mounting end including a dependent shaft (27) extend-
ing outwardly from the handle and a dependent tip (28)
extending from an end of the shaft; a wing (50) located
adjacent the shaft and inward of the tip and the wing
including a wheel rim engaging surface extending out-
ward beyond at least one side of the tip and in an orien-
tation perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the han-
dle.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a
tool for mounting tires to wheel rims and, more particu-
larly, to a manually operative tire mounting tool for pro-
viding mechanical advantage in mounting a tire to a
wheel rim.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Pneumatic tires require repair or replacement
from time to time because of sustained wear or damage.
To effectuate such repair or replacement, it is generally
required that the defective tire be removed from its as-
sociate wheel rim and a new or repaired tire remounted
to the rim.
[0003] A variety of tools of varying configurations
have been developed for providing a user with mechan-
ical advantage in mounting a tire to a wheel rim. Such
tools typically comprise an elongate bar having a handle
at one end and an opposite working end adapted for in-
sertion between the bead of a tire and its associate
wheel rim. The working end of the tool frequently has a
flattened or tapered portion to facilitate insertion of the
working end between the tire bead and the wheel rim.
The working ends of known tools are configured, in pro-
file, as either straight, curved, or angled.
[0004] To utilize the implement, the tool working por-
tion is inserted manually by the user between the bead
of the tire and its associate wheel rim. Thereafter, the
user applies pressure on the handle, making a lever of
the tool and utilizing the wheel rim as a fulcrum. Pres-
sure upon the handle causes the tool to engage the tire
bead and move a segment of the bead inward, whereby
disengaging the bead segment from the rim. The tool is
then redeployed along the tire to an adjacent location
and the procedure is repeated upon a corresponding ad-
jacent bead segment. Repeated redeployment and uti-
lization of the tool about the periphery of the tire pulls a
sufficient length of the tire bead inward until the tire is
free for removal from the rim in its entirety. In more re-
cent years, machines have been developed which ro-
tate the tire in conjunction with the use of the tool to al-
leviate the need for moving the tool.
[0005] While the prior art is replete with mounting
tools, the basic design has not changed significantly
over the years. Known designs, while working well to an
extent, have proven less than satisfactory in providing
an optimally functional tire mounting implement Some
known devices mount tubeless truck tires by using sep-
arate tools for each tire bead. A first mounting tool is
used to pull the first bead off the tire and into the rim.
Thereafter, a second mounting tool is inserted to press
the second bead behind the rim to complete the mount-
ing procedure. Separate implements, however, in-
crease cost and complicates the tire changing proce-

dure.
[0006] Other known designs use a straight bar having
a tip that angles downwardly from the longitudinal plane
of the tool. The downwardly turned tip, while providing
an advantage in creating a pronounced fulcrum, makes
insertion of the tool between the tire bead and wheel
relatively more difficult. Moreover, dislodging the angled
tip of such a tool is frequently problematic and laborious.
A further deficiency in such known tools is that their con-
figuration does nothing to inhibit migration of the tire up-
wardly along the handle during use. With pressure being
applied to the sidewall, the bead of the tire tends to move
away from the rim and upward along the tool, decreas-
ing the applied leverage of the tool. The profile of known
straight tools does not inhibit this undesirable conse-
quence. A further deficiency exists in known tire mount-
ing tools. To force the bead of a tire below a rim flange,
a substantial segment of the sidewall must be com-
pressed inward a significant extent. Such a deflection
requires substantial force. To compensate, the user
generally must progress about the tire in small incre-
ments, pressuring adjacent small portions or bites of the
bead below the rim flange. As the user progressively
moves the tool around the rim mounting the bead in a
series of bites, the bead becomes progressively more
taut and difficult to manipulate. Toward the end of the
mounting process, the bead is extremely taut about the
rim and difficult to manipulate, making insertion of the
tool increasingly difficult. Known tools are typically diffi-
cult to insert and remove from between a taut tire bead
and a wheel rim.
[0007] Moreover, known tools that incorporate a bend
proximate the tire mounting tip experience a further dif-
ficulty. As the bend of the tool working end is pressed
against the front edge of the bead to work the tool un-
derneath the bead, the tool often catches on the rim
flange. In order to avoid catching on the rim flange, the
tool must be inserted by the user beneath the bead with
the tool working end angled upward. Such an angle of
insertion, however, is generally not available because
the tool handle typically exceeds the rim diameter and
the handle cannot be brought below the level of the bead
without striking the rim. Finally, a further disadvantage
exists in that the tool impinges against the sidewall of
the tire during leverage activity. Due to the considerable
force required to deflect the last bite of tire bead inward,
the pressure exerted by the tool against the tire sidewall
is considerable and may result in damage to the tire.
[0008] Consequently, there is a need for a mounting
tool that is more easily inserted between the bead and
the rim and, at the conclusion of its intended operation,
more easily removed. There is a further need for a
mounting tool that has an upwardly angled tip that can
be readily inserted between a tire rim and an overlap-
ping tire bead. There is a further need for a mounting
tool that focuses mounting leverage toward the tire
bead, including a downwardly directed force compo-
nent, and applies such leverage without pressing
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against the tire sidewall during the mounting procedure.
Moreover, such a tool should provide structural means
for inhibiting the tire bead from sliding upwardly along
the tool during the mounting procedure so that optimal
leverage is not lost.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] It is therefore, an object of the present inven-
tion to provide a tire mounting tool that is easier to insert
between the tire bead and the wheel rim and easier to
remove therefrom.
[0010] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a tire mounting tool having a working end tip that
can be removed from between the tire bead and the
wheel rim with minimal force.
[0011] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a mounting tool having structural means for me-
chanically assisting the user in removing the tool work-
ing end tip from between the tire bead and wheel rim.
[0012] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a mounting tool that positively engages the
wheel rim rather than the tire during the process of re-
moving the tool working end tip from between the tire
bead and the wheel rim.
[0013] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a symmetrical flange operable from either side
of the tool in the removal of the tool working end tip from
between a tire bead and wheel rim.
[0014] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a tire mounting tool that is more easily inserted
between a tire bead and a wheel rim and more easily
removed therefrom.
[0015] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a tire mounting tool having a working end tip that
is configured to readily allow the tip to slide between the
tire bead and the wheel rim flange.
[0016] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a tire mounting tool that inhibits an upward mi-
gration of the tire bead along the tool shaft during use.
[0017] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a tire mounting tool including means for applying
a downward force against the bead.
[0018] The aforementioned objects of the invention
are achieved generally in a mounting tool for mounting
a tire onto a rim. The tool comprises an elongate handle
having opposite first and second ends and an offset
mounting end at the first handle end. The mounting end
includes a remote tip and a wing positioned inward of
and adjacent to the tip. The wing extends outward be-
yond at least one side of the tip and provides a positive
wheel rim engaging surface. So located, the wheel rim
engaging surface of the wing is positioned to engage a
wheel rim and provide a fulcrum by which a user may
dislodge the tip of the tool from between a tire bead and
the wheel rim. The tip is configured for ready insertion
between the tire bead and the wheel rim and includes
advantageously angled first and second tip segments

that intersect at a knuckle. The shaft of the tool at the
mounting end further includes a shoulder for inhibiting
the tire bead from migrating up the mounting end during
the application of leveraging force. A second mounting
end is located at the second handle end and includes a
tip configured to assist in mounting the second bead of
the tire to the wheel rim.
[0019] Accordingly, the aforementioned objects of the
invention arc achieved by the preferred embodiment of
the subject invention which is described in detail below
and illustrated by the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] Fig. 1 is a front elevational view of a mounting
tool according to the present invention.
[0021] Fig. 2 is a right side elevational view thereof.
[0022] Fig. 3 is a rear elevational view thereof.
[0023] Fig. 4 is an enlarged perspective view of first
and second mounting ends of the mounting tool config-
ured according to the present invention.
[0024] Fig. 5A is a partially schematic side elevational
view of a tire, rim, and mounting tool showing the mount-
ing of a first tire bead to the wheel rim by a first mounting
end of the mounting tool.
[0025] Fig. 5B is an enlarged side elevational view
thereof showing a later position of the first bead during
the mounting process.
[0026] Fig. 5C is an enlarged side elevational view
thereof showing the first bead passing the flange of the
rim.
[0027] Fig. 6A is a partially schematic side elevational
view of a tire, shown in section, a rim, and a mounting
tool configured according to the present invention show-
ing an initial mounting of a second bead of the tire.
[0028] Fig. 6B is a side elevational view thereof show-
ing the tool leveraging a portion of the second bead over
the flange of the rim.
[0029] Fig. 6C is a partially schematic side elevational
view schematically showing the successive mounting of
portions of the second bead.
[0030] Fig. 6D is an enlarged front elevational view of
the first end of the mounting tool showing a removal of
the tool from the inserted second bead.
[0031] Fig. 7A is a partially schematic side elevational
view showing a tire, in section; a rim; and a mounting
tool configured according to the present invention
shown in position to mount the final portion of the second
bead over the rim.
[0032] Fig. 7B is an enlarged side elevational view
thereof, showing a subsequent leveraging of the final
portion of the second bead over the wheel rim by the
mounting tool.
[0033] Fig. 7C is an enlarged side elevational view
thereof, showing a subsequent leveraging of the final
portion of the second bead over the flange of the wheel
rim by the mounting tool.
[0034] Fig. 7D is an enlarged side elevational view
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thereof, showing the final portion of the second bead in
mounted position over the wheel rim flange.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0035] As shown in Fig. 5A, a mounting tool, generally
referred to by the numeral 20 in the accompanying draw-
ings, is used to manually mount a tire 10 comprising,
generally, a tread 11, a pair of sidewalls 12, a first bead
14, and a second bead 16. The tire 10 mounts onto a
wheel rim 17 having an interior surface 18 and a pair of
flanges 19.
[0036] With reference to Fig. 1, mounting tool 20 gen-
erally includes an elongate handle 22 terminating at a
first end 24. Mounting tool 20, in the preferred embodi-
ment, further includes a second end 26 opposite to first
end 24. The second end 26 may be incorporated into a
separate companion tool, having a separate handle 22
if so desired. The utilization of separate tools, while fea-
sible, is not preferred in that separate tools complicate
the mounting procedure somewhat and adds to the
overall cost of the tooling. Accordingly, it is preferable
that ends 24, 26 be incorporated as opposite ends to a
single handle 22.
[0037] As shown, first end 24 and second end 26 are
mounted at opposite terminal ends of handle 22. The
mounting tool 20 may, if so desired, be constructed from
component parts. The handle 22 and ends 24, 26 may
be separately formed and attached together in an as-
sembly operation by suitable attachment hardware.
Preferably, however, for efficiency of manufacture, the
tool 20 is fabricated as one piece as shown. Further-
more, each component 22, 24, and 26 may be made of
the same or different materials. Wood, metal, or poly-
meric material of suitable structural strength to with-
stand the mounting forces may be employed in the fab-
rication of the tool. Moreover, as can be appreciated, the
mounting tool components 22, 24 and 26 may be con-
structed as either hollow or solid. In the preferred em-
bodiment, mounting tool 20 is constructed of a solid
steel forging.
[0038] First end 24 of mounting tool 20 generally in-
cludes an axially extending shaft 27 and a tip 28. Shaft
27 may extend coaxially with the longitudinal axis of
handle 22 or may, as in the preferred embodiment, be
axially offset from the longitudinal axis of handle 22 by
an offset segment 30. Offset segment 30 may be curved,
straight, or angled as shown. Referring to Fig. 2, offset
segment 30 extends outwardly and downward at angle
of forty-five degrees from handle 22, whereby position-
ing the longitudinal axis of shaft 27 in a parallel, spaced
apart relation to a longitudinal axis center line CL of han-
dle 22. So configured, as will be appreciated from Fig.
5A, the offset allows shaft 27 to fit more easily between
the rim 17 and second bead 16 of the tire 10 when
mounting first bead 14. Shaft 27 depends downward as
shown in Figs. 1,2, and 5A from a lower end of offset
segment 30 and is generally parallel to the longitudinal

axis of the handle 22. Shaft 27 is formed integrally with
offset segment 30, and the joint 32 there between is
formed on a radius to reduce the chance of damaging
tire 10 as will be appreciated from the discussion below.
[0039] Shaft 27 includes an inwardly directed raised
shoulder portion 34 proximate joint 32. It should be un-
derstood that raised surface 34 may be constructed in
any known manner but is preferably formed as a protru-
sion on the upper surface 36 of shaft 27. So configured,
joint 32 is located outboard of shaft 27 and merges with
shaft 27 via the raised shoulder portion 34. As will be
described more fully below, raised portion 34 prevents
beads 14, 16 of the tire 10 from sliding upwardly along
the surface 36 of first end 24.
[0040] The dependent tip 28 includes a first segment
38 and a second segment 42 intersecting at a knuckle
40. The first segment 38 is joined to a lower end of the
shaft 27 and depends outward therefrom at angle, ter-
minating at the knuckle 40. From knuckle 40, the second
segment 42 of tip 28 extends inwardly at a complimen-
tary angle. The complimentarily angled first and second
segments 38, 42 provide tip 28 with an optimum shape
for easy insertion between a tire bead and a wheel rim.
As shown in Fig. 3, the shaft 27 and first segment 38
broaden in width dimension from the handle 22 down-
ward, having a widest width dimension at knuckle 40.
Second segment 42 of tip 28 narrows from the knuckle
40 to an upwardly curved lower edge 44 of tip 28. Edge
44, while it may be of any shape, is preferably is rounded
to facilitate its insertion between a tire bead and a wheel
rim. To further facilitate insertion, the shaft 27 tapers
from top to bottom toward tip 28. The tip 28 may similarly
taper in thickness from the top to the bottom edge 44 or
it may be generally flat.
[0041] With continued reference to Figs. 1, 2, and 3,
first end 24 further includes a wing 50 mounted adjacent
to tip 28. Wing 50 is generally planer and extends out-
wardly in opposing directions from the center line CL of
handle 22, such that an edge 52 of wing 50 extends out-
wardly in opposite directions from the sides 51, 51 of tip
28. While it is preferable that the wing 50 have portions
which extend on opposite sides of the tip 28, it should
be understood that wing 50 may alternatively be config-
ured to extend outwardly on only one side of tool end
24 if so desired without departing from the invention.
Further, as shown, wing 50 is preferably of deltoid shape
symmetrically disposed relative to the centerline CL.
Wing 50, as will be appreciated from the discussion be-
low, is used to remove tip 28 from between the tire beads
14, 16 and the wheel rim as the tire is sequentially
mounted. The edge 52 extends laterally of tip 28 to pro-
vide a fulcrum end 54 on either side of the tip 28 for
engaging the wheel rim. When engagement of the end
54 against the wheel rim is established, the handle 22
is rotated laterally causing an extraction of the tip 28
from between the tire and the wheel rim 17. The sym-
metrical configuration of wing 50 allows the user to lev-
erage the tip 28 free from either side.
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[0042] As can be appreciated, the wing 50 may be of
any shape providing a wheel rim engaging portion that
extends laterally beyond at least one side of the tip 28.
Examples of which include, but are not limited to, aT-
bar, an L-shaped member, a C-shaped member, or a
delta-shaped wing as shown. As explained, the protrud-
ing edge 52 creates the fulcrum when engaged with the
wheel rim 17.
[0043] With reference to Fig. 4, in the delta configu-
ration, edge 52 may be connected to first end 24 be-
neath tip 28 by any known method. Although the location
of edge 52 may be positioned at any point along the axis
of first end 24, , it is preferred that edge 52 be located
axially above and in close proximity to knuckle 40 so as
not to interfere with the insertion of a sufficient portion
of tip 28. As can be appreciated, the edge 52 of the wing
50 can be formed to extend outside of sides 51 to a
greater or lesser extent if so desired. Increasing the out-
ward protrusion of the edge 52 will cause the end 54 to
initiate contact with the rim 17 responsive to a relatively
minimal rotation of the handle 22. A decrease in the
width dimension of the wing 50 will consequently require
a relatively extensive rotation of the handle before the
end 54 of edge 52 contacts the rim 17.
[0044] In the delta configuration, edge 52 is formed at
the terminus of a tapered web 58, located adjacent to
shaft 27, supporting the edge 52 in a plane substantially
normal to the tip 28. As described previously, web 58
expands in width from top to bottom toward edge 52. In
this way, forces created at edge 52 are directed toward
shaft 27 and are more evenly distributed throughout the
first end 24. Edge 52 is disposed generally perpendicu-
lar to the longitudinal plane of the handle 22 and the
plane of tip 28.
[0045] Referring to Figs. 4 and 5A-5C, first end 24 is
used to mount first bead 14. As shown, tip 28 is inserted
between first bead 14 and rim flange 19. The front edge
44 initially penetrates between first bead 14 and rim
flange 19 and the angled surface of second segment 42
forces the first bead 14 away from tip 28 using the entry
of tip 28,
[0046] After knuckle 40 passes bead 14, the bead 14
may move inwardly against the surface of first segment
38. Eventually, edge 52 of wing 50 contacts the rim
flange 19, Fig. 5A. From this position, the user rotates
the handle 22 upward and, using the edge 52 as a ful-
crum, leverage the first bead 14 over rim flange 19. Re-
ferring to Fig. 5B, the handle 22 is rotated away from the
center of rim 17 in the direction of arrow H with the tip
28 and edge 52 contacting the rim flange 19. First seg-
ment 38 generally forces the first bead 14 outward as
the handle 22 rotates clockwise. As can be appreciated,
the first bead 14, as it is stretched, tends to move inward
and migrate upward along shaft 27. The raised portion
34 of shaft 27, however, beneficially interferes with an
upward movement of bead 14 along shaft 27 and traps
the bead 14 between the raised portion 34 and the tip
28. So confined, the tip 28 and bead 14 remain in an

optimal relative position for the continued application of
maximum leverage. As the first end 24 continues to ro-
tate, raised portion 34 forces the first bead 14 downward
passed rim flange 19. As best shown in Fig. 5C, once
the bead 14 is beyond rim flange 19, the inward taper
of second segment 42 allows the first bead 14 to flex
downward in the direction of arrow I until the first bead
14 eventually slips over the edge 44 of tip 28.
[0047] With the first bead 14 mounted on rim 17, Fig.
6A, first end 24 is then used to mount second bead 16.
As shown in Figs. 6A-6C the second bead 16 is mounted
in a similar fashion to first bead 14. Since first bead 14
is in place, second bead 16 must be progressively
mounted to rim 17 with a series of insertion movements,
commonly referred to as bites. With each bite, the
mounting process described above is repeated for small
radial sections of the second bead 16. With each bite,
the second bead 16 becomes increasingly taut around
rim 17 making removal of the tip 28 from between the
second bead 16 and rim 17 increasingly difficult. As
shown in Fig. 6D, protruding edge 52 greatly facilitates
removal of tip 28 from its tight confinement between the
increasingly taut second bead 16 and rim 17. In partic-
ular, tip 28 is removed by rotating handle 22 laterally in
direction J, causing end 54 of edge 52 to contact rim 17.
Upon contact, edge 52 acts as a fulcrum and handle 22
may be used to lever tip 28 out from between the second
bead 16 and rim 17. As previously discussed, this proc-
ess is repeated with each successive bite.
[0048] Eventually, the user reaches a point where the
second bead 16 is extremely taut about rim 17 and over-
hangs the inside of rim 17, as shown in Fig. 7A. At this
point in the mounting procedure, it may be necessary to
use second tool end 26. As explained previously, sec-
ond tool end 26 may be mounted on a separate handle
22 or, as preferable and shown in the preferred embod-
iment of Figs. 1-3, second tool end 26 may be integrally
provided on the same handle 22 as first tool end 24. Sec-
ond tool end 26 generally includes a tip 60 that extends
axially from handle 22. As best shown in Figs. 7A and
7B, tip 60 angles outwardly from the longitudinal plane
LP of handle 22, whereby facilitating its insertion be-
neath the overhanging portion of the second bead 16
and above rim flange 19 as shown by arrow M in Fig.
7A. The end 61 of tip 60 extends axially at an upward
angle and includes a slight downward radius. The end
61 effectively flattens the end of tip 60 to readily accom-
modate its insertion between flange 19 and the bead 16.
60. Once inserted, the end 61 does not scrape the tire
10. Subsequent to insertion, the end 61 is utilized to
grasp the flange 19. With tip 60 angled, the user may
insert tip 60 without having to lower the handle 22 below
the height of the second bead 16 as will be appreciated
from Fig. 7A.
[0049] The tip end 61 includes a preferably arcuate
lower surface 62 and a complimentarily arcuate upper
surface 64. The lower surface 62 rides along the rim
flange 19 as the tip 60 is inserted as shown. To further
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ease the insertion of tip 60, lower surface 62, and upper
surface 64 are, as mentioned previously complimenta-
rily curved. In addition, tip 60 tapers toward a terminal
forward end 66.
[0050] Once the tip 60 is inserted, the handle 22 is
rotated in a direction K to stretch the final portion of the
second bead 16 over rim flange 19. To aid in this proc-
ess, second end 26 further includes a raised portion or
shoulder 68 interposed between the handle 22 and tip
60. Raised portion 68 may be formed in any known man-
ner and may simply be a protrusion carried on the upper
surface 64 of tip 60. As show, raised portion 68 is formed
by an intersecting first segment 70 and second segment
72. First segment 70 extends outward from the longitu-
dinal axis of handle 22 and the second segment 72 ex-
tends inward from a terminal end of first segment 70 to-
ward the longitudinal axis of the handle 22. The peak 74
formed at the intersection of the first and second seg-
ments 70, 72 extends outward of tip 60. The peak 74 of
raised portion 68 is preferably rounded over to reduce
the likelihood of damage to the tire 10.
[0051] As best shown in Fig. 7B, raised portion 68
blocks the second bead 16 from riding upward over the
length of tip 60 as leverage is applied. As the user ro-
tates handle 22 in the direction of arrow K, raised portion
68 initially applies a force acting to pressure the bead
16 in the direction indicated by arrow L. Such direction-
ally applied leverage stretches the second bead 16
away from rim 17 beyond the outer circumference of rim
flange 19. As the handle 22 passes the vertical position,
Fig. 7C, the raised portion 68 exerts a downward force
against the second bead 16 causing the second bead
16 to travel downward below rim flange 19. As the tip
60 rotates about rim flange 19, its upper surface 64
slopes inwardly relative to the rim 17. The second bead
16 slides along upper surface 64 and is directed thereby
inwardly toward the rim 17, eventually sliding over the
end 66 of tip 60 and beneath rim flange 19. With the last
portion of second bead 16 in place, the tire 10 is mount-
ed.
[0052] It should be apparent that the invention as de-
scribed above satisfies the stated objects among others.
The preferred embodiment provides a tire mounting tool
having tips at either end which are easy to insert be-
tween the tire bead and the wheel rim and easy to re-
move therefrom. With regard to end 24, the tip 28 is off-
set from the longitudinal axis of handle 22 by the seg-
ment 30 and includes complimentarily angled first and
second segments 38, 42 which adjoin at knuckle 40.
Second segment tapers to edge 44. Such a configura-
tion facilitates access to the bead and wheel rim inter-
face and applies advantageously directed forces
against the tire bead during the leveraging procedure.
[0053] In addition, the extraction flange, delta-shaped
wing 50, is configured and positioned to efficiently assist
in the removal of tip 28 from between the tire bead and
the wheel rim. Wing 50, it will be noted, extends outward
beyond opposite lateral sides of the tip 28, as will be

seen from Fig. 1. The preferred symmetrical extension
of wing 50 beyond both opposite sides of the tip 28 al-
lows the wing 50 to assist in the extraction of tip 28 from
either side. Moreover, the plane of wing 50 is displaced
from the plane of the tip 28 in a forward direction toward
the longitudinal axis of the handle 22 as will be seen in
Fig. 2. The plane of wing 50 is substantially adjacent
and parallel with the plane of the lip 28 such that the
lower edge 52 of the wing 50 is normally disposed rela-
tive to the tip 28. The offset or displacement of the plane
of wing 50 from the plane of the tip 28 allows the edge
52 to readily make contact against the wheel rim (see
Figs. 5A-C and 6D). Were the edge 52 to lie in the same
plane, the degree of surface to surface area contact be-
tween the edge 52 and the wheel rim would be reduced
or eliminated all together. Moreover, the contact be-
tween the end 54 of edge 52 and the wheel rim neces-
sary to provide a fulcrum to leverage tip 28 out would
be difficult to establish and maintain. Without positive
engagement between the end 54 of edge 52 and the
wheel rim, an effectively operable fulcrum is not attain-
able. The wing 50, being offset from the plane of tip 50,
provides positive means for engagement against the
wheel rim and avoids contact with the tire sidewall dur-
ing the application of leverage to the tip 28 and during
the extraction of the tip 28. While the plane of the entire
wing 50 lies, in the preferred embodiment, adjacent to
and above the general plane of the tip 28, other modifi-
cations contemplated by the invention may be devised
in which only the portion of the wing 50 intended to con-
tact the wheel rim is offset from the tip 28. In such a
modified configuration, a portion of the wing 50 may be
relatively coplanar with the tip 28 while only the wheel
rim engagement portion or surface of wing 50 is offset
from and adjacent to tip 28.
[0054] Not only is the tip 28 of end 24 easy to insert
and remove, but the subject tool also provides positive
means for maintaining the tire bead in a low position on
the shaft 27. The location and configuration of shoulder
34 deters the tire bead from riding up the shaft segment
27 and keeps the bead at a lower position where maxi-
mum leverage may be applied. Finally, as will be appre-
ciated from Fig. 6B, the present tire mounting tool tip 28
is configured to provide means for applying a downward
force (direction arrow N) against the bead 16. The arcu-
ate lower surface of tip 28 applies a downward direc-
tional force on the bead 16 to encourage the bead into
the wheel rim and over the wheel rim flange 19.
[0055] It should be understood that the preceding is
merely a detailed description of a preferred embodiment
of this invention and that various modifications and
equivalents can be made without departing from the
spirit or scope of the invention. The preceding descrip-
tion, therefore, is not meant to limit the scope of the in-
vention. Rather, the scope of the invention is to be de-
termined by the appended claims and their equivalents.
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Claims

1. A mounting tool for mounting a tire onto a wheel rim,
the tool comprising:

an elongate handle having a first end and a sec-
ond end; a first mounting end adjacent said first
end of said handle; said first mounting end in-
cluding a shaft extending axially from an end of
said handle and a tip extending axially from an
end of said shaft; a wing affixed to said shaft at
a location above said tip and said wing includ-
ing a dependent wheel rim engaging surface
positioned inward and adjacent to said tip.

2. The mounting tool of claim 1, said shaft further com-
prising an outwardly directed raised portion and
wherein said shaft curves inward between said
raised portion and said tip.

3. The mounting tool of claim 1, further comprising an
offset shaft segment interposed between said first
end of said handle and said shaft, said offset shaft
segment extending outward and downward from
said first end of the handle whereby laterally offset-
ting said first mounting end of the tool from the lon-
gitudinal axis of said handle.

4. The mounting tool of claim 3, wherein said shaft and
said offset shaft segment converge at a joint and
said shaft projects inward between said joint and
said tip.

5. The mounting tool of claim 1 or 4, wherein said tip
includes:

a dependent first segment extending outward
from said shaft end;
a dependent second segment extending in-
ward from said first segment; and
a knuckle defined at an intersection of said first
and second segments.

6. The mounting tool of claim 1, wherein said wheel
rim engaging surface of said wing includes wheel
rim engaging portions disposed on opposite sides
of said shaft.

7. The mounting tool of claim 1 or 6, wherein said
wheel rim engaging surface of said wing terminates
at opposed corners.

8. The mounting tool of claim 1, further comprising a
second mounting end adjacent said second end of
said handle, said second mounting end including a
second tip extending outward from said second end
at an angle relative to a longitudinal axis of the elon-
gate handle.

9. The mounting tool of claim 8, wherein said second
tip includes an inwardly directed end portion, and
wherein said second mounting end comprising an
outwardly directed raised portion located between
said second tip and said second end of said handle.

10. The mounting tool of claim 9, wherein said raised
portion of said second mounting end includes:

a first segment extending outward from said
second end of said handle;
a second segment extending inward from said
first segment; and
a peak defined between said first and second
segments.

11. A mounting tool for mounting a tire onto a rim, the
tool comprising:

a handle having a first end and a second end;
a first mounting end adjacent said first end, said
first mounting end including a tip having sides;
and
a wing affixed to said first mounting end and po-
sitioned inward and adjacent said tip and hav-
ing a wing portion extending outward beyond at
least one said side of said tip.

12. The mounting tool of claim 11, wherein said wing
extends outward and downward from said first
mounting end and terminates at an edge.

13. The mounting tool of claim 12, wherein said edge
is perpendicular to the first mounting end tip.

14. The mounting tool of claim 12 or 13, wherein said
wing is symmetrical about said tip and has at least
one side that joins said edge at a rounded corner.

15. The mounting tool of claim 11, further comprising a
second mounting end adjacent said second end of
said handle, said second mounting end including a
second tip extending outward from said second end
at an angle.

16. The mounting tool of claim 15, wherein an end of
said second tip extends outward from said tip.

17. The mounting tool of claim 15, further comprising
an outwardly directed raised portion carried by said
second mounting end between said tip and said
second end of said handle, and wherein said raised
portion includes:

a first segment extending outward from said
second end of said handle;
a second segment extending axially inward
from said first segment; and a peak defined be-
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tween said first and said second segments.

18. A mounting tool for mounting a tire onto a rim, the
tool comprising:

a handle having a first end and second end and
a longitudinal plane; a second mounting end
adjacent said second end; said second end in-
cluding a tip extending axially outward and at
an angle relative to the longitudinal plane.

19. The mounting tool of claim 18, wherein an end of
said tip extends substantially axially from said tip.

20. The mounting tool of claim 18, wherein said second
mounting end further comprising an outwardly di-
rected raised portion positioned between said tip
and said second end of said handle, wherein said
raised portion includes; a first segment extending
outward from said second end of said handle; a sec-
ond segment extending inward from said first seg-
ment; and a peak defined between said first and
said second segments.
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